
Merit Assembly

Welcome to
Right Start - Bright Future



World news

NASA unmanned rocket reaches Mars
This Monday, NASA's InSight landed on the red surface of Mars. At 
15:00, it landed after a 7 month journey. The team on Earth were 
frightened, awaiting the craft to open its solar panels. It was very 
joyful when the craft was faultless. This was the first time when an 
unmanned craft has reached mars without being controlled from 
below. This has made history.

Scientists puzzled by mysterious earthquake
Scientists around the world are puzzled by a mysterious earthquake 
which occurred yesterday at Mayotte because they don't know the 
cause. It is unclear whether it was caused by volcanic activity or a 
meteor strike, but it was felt by seismometers across the world, 
from New Zealand to Canada - and even in Hawaii. Goran Ekstrom, a 
seismologist at Columbia University, told National Geographic: "I 
don't think I've seen anything like it. "Geologists shared their 
discovery of the surprisingly low frequency activity on Twitter, with 
Jamie Gurney, the founder of the UK Earthquake Bulletin, among the 
first to note the event.



Exploring rocks 
with Year 3



Exploring 
characters with 

year 6



Wellington news
Year 6 Height and Weight check
On Wednesday, Year 6 had their height and weight 
check done by the NHS ( National Health Service). 
This was to check whether they are a suitable 
height and weight for their age. They didn’t tell us 
our weight but are going to send a letter to 
the parents. Danielle, from Ruby Class said that 
she enjoyed it, even though it was quick.

Obsidian Class assembly
This Thursday, Mr Norman's class performed 
their assembly about democracy. They 
included lots of information and spoke clearly 
and loudly. They learnt their lines off by 
heart, too. They included some facts that we 
didn’t know before, as well. As well as this, 
they included some roleplay at the start and 
middle. In addition, they used instruments and 
sang a song about peace.



Exploring sewing 
with year 4



Making periscopes with year 6



Growth-Mindset quote of the 
week:

Failure is so important. We speak about 
success all the time. But it is the 
ability to resist or use failure that 

often leads to greater success.
- Jk Rowling



Question of 
the Week

Send your answers to Mr. 
Berryman and try to use 
thinking maps and hats.

If you could visit a planet, 
which planet would you 

visit and why?



Team points

18 24 25 23

Red is 1st with 25 points and green is 2nd with 24. Following behind are 
yellow with 23 and last are blue with 18.



Remember to take great 
care crossing the roads 

when moving between and 
around the schools.

Always use the crossing 
points.



Remember
� Don’t forget to use bug club and Purple Mash. 

Purple Mash will help you with your new Topic 
and bug club will help you with your reading.

� Make sure you read about 5 minutes a day at 
home with a parent.

� Do not forget to do your homework and bring it 
in on the date it is due in.

This powerpoint was written by :Aarushi, Nirmayee,Kai,Ritansh 
and Aadam



Merits:
Merits are awarded for outstanding pieces of work 
or behaviour. Work must be AMAZING to win a 
merit!

Three Merits = One white 
Badge

Three White Badges = One 
Team Badge

Three Team Badges = One 
Gold Badge


